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Eventually, you will no question discover a other experience and capability by spending more cash.
yet when? get you take that you require to get those all needs with having significantly cash? Why
dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
understand even more in this area the globe, experience, some places, considering history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your enormously own get older to act out reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is
Mash A Novel About Three Army tors 1 Richard Hooker below.

Murder on the the Thirty-first Floor - Per Wahloo
2013-02-26
In an unnamed country, in an unnamed year
sometime in the future, Chief Inspector Jensen
of the Sixteenth Division is called in after the
publishers controlling the entire country's
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newspapers and magazines receive a threat to
blow up their building, in retaliation for a
murder they are accused of committing. The
building is evacuated, but the bomb fails to
explode and Jensen is given seven days in which
to track down the letter writer. Jensen has never
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had a case he could not solve before, but as his
investigation into the identity of the letter writer
begins it soon becomes clear that the directors
of the publishers have their own secrets, not
least the identity of the 'Special Department' on
the thirty first floor; the only department not
permitted to be evacuated after the bomb threat.
The Nice and Accurate Good Omens TV
Companion - Matt Whyman 2019-05-21
A stunning full-color, illustrated, behind-thescenes guide to the Good Omens television
series, adapted for the screen by Neil Gaiman
himself and starring Michael Sheen and David
Tennant. Following the original novel’s
chronological structure—from “the Beginning”
to “End Times”—this official companion to the
Good Omens television series, compiled by Matt
Whyman, is a cornucopia of information about
the show, its conception, and its creation.
Offering deep and nuanced insight into Gaiman’s
brilliantly reimagining of the Good Omens
universe, The Nice and Accurate Good Omens
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

TV Companion includes: A foreword from Neil
Gaiman A profile of the director, Douglas
McKinnon Neil’s take on the adaptation process,
in which he explains his goals, approach, and
diversions from the original text Interviews with
the cast, including Michael Sheen, David
Tennant, Nina Sosanya, Jon Hamm, Ned
Dennehy, Josie Lawrence, Derek Jacobi, Nick
Offerman, Frances McDormand, Miranda
Richardson, Adria Arjona, and many others More
than 200 color photographs And much more!
The must-have official companion guide to the
Good Omens television series, Nice and Accurate
TV Companion is a treasure trove of delights for
fans of Good Omens, Neil Gaiman, and Terry
Pratchett.
Mash - Richard Hooker 1997-03-19
Before the movie, this is the novel that gave life
to Hawkeye Pierce, Trapper John, Hot Lips
Houlihan, Frank Burns, Radar O'Reilly, and the
rest of the gang that made the 4077th MASH
like no other place in Korea or on earth. The
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doctors who worked in the Mobile Army Surgical
Hospitals (MASH) during the Korean War were
well trained but, like most soldiers sent to fight a
war, too young for the job. In the words of the
author, "a few flipped their lids, but most of
them just raised hell, in a variety of ways and
degrees." For fans of the movie and the series
alike, here is the original version of that
perfectly corrupt football game, those martinilaced mornings and sexual escapades, and that
unforgettable foray into assisted if incompleted
suicide--all as funny and poignant now as they
were before they became a part of America's
culture and heart.
MASH - Otto F. Apel 1998-08-27
When North Korean forces invaded South Korea
on June 25, 1950, Otto Apel was a surgical
resident living in Cleveland, Ohio, with his wife
and three young children. A year later he was
chief surgeon of the 8076th Mobile Army
Surgical Hospital constantly near the front lines
in Korea. Immediately upon arriving in camp,
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Apel performed 80 hours of surgery. His feet
swelled so badly that he had to cut his boots off,
and he saw more surgical cases in those three
and a half days than he would have in a year
back in Cleveland. There were also the lighter
moments. When a Korean came to stay at the
8076th, word of her beauty spread so rapidly
that they needed MPs just to direct traffic. Apel
also recalls a North Korean aviator, nicknamed
"Bedcheck Charlie," who would drop a phony
grenade from an open-cockpit biplane, a story
later filmed for the television series. He also tells
of the day the tent surrounding the women's
shower was "accidentally" blown off by a passing
helicopter. In addition to his own story, Apel
details the operating conditions, workload, and
patient care at the MASH units while revealing
the remarkable advances made in emergency
medical care. MASH units were the first
hospitals designed for operations close to the
front lines, and from this particularly difficult
vantage, their medical staffs were responsible
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for innovations in the use of antibiotics and
blood plasma and in arterial repair. On film and
television, MASH doctors and nurses have been
portrayed as irreverent and having little
patience with standard military procedures. In
this powerful memoir, Apel reveals just how
realistic these portrayals were.
Gary Burghoff - Gary Burghoff 2009-06
To millions of faithful television viewers, Gary
Burghoff will always be Walter "Radar" O'Reilly,
the lovable telepathic assistant to Colonel Potter
on M*A*S*H. But the man behind the
bespectacled TV Land icon is a true Renaissance
man. He's a classically trained stage actor, a jazz
musician, an environmentalist, a poet, a
songwriter, an inventor, a wildlife artist, and
now - a writer. In this intensely personal
memoir, the author takes you on his journey
from his family's home in Wisconsin to his
successful carreer on the New York stage, from
the Hollywood film version of M*A*S*H to the hit
television show, from the challenges of married
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

life to the rewards of single fatherhood. Often
funny, occationally poignant and always honest,
To M*A*S*H and Back is an account you will
long remember.
The Eye of the World - Robert Jordan 1990-01-15
Relates a tale of the bestial Trollocs, the witch
Moiraine, and three boys, one of whom is fated
to become the Dragon--the World's only hope
and the sure means of its destruction
The MASH Trivia Quiz Book - Christopher
DeRose 2019-09-08
For eleven seasons, M*A*S*H put audiences
through everything from laughter to tears and
all points in between. The groundbreaking series
blazed a trail and provided a distinctive mark on
television history through the eyes of the staff of
a small Mobile Army Surgical Hospital located
close to the front of the Korean War. The series
provided a perspective on war in all its horrors
and triumphs while exhibiting the utter
resiliency of the human mind, body, and spirit. It
was commentary and contrast of a particular
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kind of human experience. The MASH Trivia
Quiz Book features questions spanning all eleven
seasons, including the classic series finale,
“Goodbye, Farewell, and Amen.”
MASH Angels - Richard C. Kirkland 2009
"Richard Kirkland was one of the pilots who
pioneered the use of helicopters for battlefield
medical evacuation, and in this book he recounts
his experiences on the front lines of rescue
flying and military medicine ... For the helicopter
was the perfect partner for another revolution in
military medical care -- the Mobile Army
Surgical Hospital, or MASH"--P. [4] of cover.
Just Call Me Mike - Mike Farrell 2008
Highlights the life of the actor famous for his
role in the television series "M*A*S*H" and
"Providence," and describes his interest in
politics and human rights around the world.
The Hunt for Hansclapp - Victor Cornwall
2018-09-06
Revolving around the infamous gentlemen's club
of London, Scoundrels: The Hunt For Hansclapp
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

continues the combative joint memoirs of
adventurer-spies, Major Cornwall and Major
Trevelyan. In the second volume, the Majors
recount tales of kidnapping in the Congo,
manslaughter on the Orient Express and
romance at the Stasi's Christmas Party. The
Majors are reeling from a series of devastating
attacks by their Moriarty-like nemesis, Gruber
Hansclapp, who is exacting an unspeakably
horrific revenge, even by the Majors' standards.
The Manual of Detection - Jedediah Berry 2009
Unexpectedly promoted to detective when his
predecessor goes missing and a supervisor is
killed, agency clerk Charles Unwin struggles
with inexperience and nerves during a case in
which he encounters bizarre clues and is framed
for murder.
The Last Days of MASH - Arlene Alda 1983
MASH - Richard Hooker 2014-06-12
The book behind the hit TV series and movie.
The doctors and nurses who worked in the
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Mobile Army Surgical Hospitals (MASH) during
the Korean War were well trained, dedicated,
and pushed to the brink. And they were young too young to be doing what they had to do. As
Richard Hooker writes in the Foreword, 'A few
flipped their lids, but most of them just raised
hell, in a variety of ways and degrees.' Meet the
true-life heroes and lunatics who fought in the
Korean War, and experience the martini-laced
mornings, marathon high jinks, sexual
escapades, and that perfectly corrupt football
game that every fan of the movie will remember.
It's also a story of hard work and skill in the face
of enormous pressure and odds. Here is where it
all began - the novel that made M*A*S*H a
legend.
The Phantom Blooper - Gustav Hasford 1990
Vietnam soldier James "Joker" Davis is in hot
pursuit of the Phantom Blooper--a renegade
marine, or an American deserter, who leads
patrols into enemy territory--until he comes face
to face with the Viet Cong and sees how the
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other half lives
MASH Goes to Texas - Richard Hooker 1977
The Next Civil War - Stephen Marche
2022-01-04
The United States is coming to an end. The only
question is how. “Should be required reading for
anyone interested in preserving our 246-year
experiment in self-government.” —The New York
Times Book Review * “Well researched and
eloquently presented.” —The Atlantic * “It’s not
a matter of if but when: A civil war is on the
way...In a time of torment, this is a book well
worth reading.” —Kirkus Reviews In this deeply
researched work of speculative nonfiction that
reads like Ezra Klein’s Why We’re Polarized
crossed with David Wallace-Wells’s The
Uninhabitable Earth, a celebrated journalist
takes a fiercely divided America and imagines
five chilling scenarios that lead to its collapse,
based on in-depth interviews with experts of all
kinds. On a small two-lane bridge in a rural
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county that loathes the federal government, the
US Army uses lethal force to end a standoff with
hard-right anti-government patriots. Inside an
ordinary diner, a disaffected young man with a
handgun takes aim at the American president
stepping in for an impromptu photo-op, and a
bullet splits the hyper-partisan country into
violently opposed mourners and revelers. In New
York City, a Category 2 hurricane plunges entire
neighborhoods underwater and creates millions
of refugees overnight—a blow that comes on the
heels of a financial crash and years of
catastrophic droughts— and tips America over
the edge into ruin. These nightmarish scenarios
are just three of the five possibilities most likely
to spark devastating chaos in the United States
that are brought to life in The Next Civil War, a
chilling and deeply researched work of
speculative nonfiction. Drawing upon
sophisticated predictive models and nearly two
hundred interviews with experts—civil war
scholars, military leaders, law enforcement
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officials, secret service agents, agricultural
specialists, environmentalists, war historians,
and political scientists—journalist Stephen
Marche predicts the terrifying future collapse
that so many of us do not want to see unfolding
in front of our eyes. Marche has spoken with
soldiers and counterinsurgency experts about
what it would take to control the population of
the United States, and the battle plans for the
next civil war have already been drawn up. Not
by novelists, but by colonels. No matter your
political leaning, most of us can sense that
America is barreling toward catastrophe—of one
kind or another. Relevant and revelatory, The
Next Civil War plainly breaks down the looming
threats to America and is a must-read for anyone
concerned about the future of its people, its
land, and its government.
The Dreaming Suburb - R. F. Delderfield
2014-07-22
Between the wars, the lives of four neighboring
English families intersect in this “highly
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recommended” saga by a New York
Times–bestselling author (Sunday Express). In
the spring of 1919, his wife’s death brings
Sergeant Jim Carver home from the front. He
returns to be a single parent to his seven
children in a place he has never lived: Number
Twenty, Manor Park Avenue, in a South London
suburb. The Carvers’ neighbor Eunice Fraser, at
Number Twenty-Two, has also known tragedy.
Her soldier husband was killed, leaving her and
her eight-year-old son, Esme, to fend for
themselves. At Number Four, Edith Clegg takes
in lodgers and looks after her sister, Becky,
whose mind has been shattered by a past
trauma. No one knows much about the Friths, at
Number Seventeen, who moved to the Avenue
before the war. The first book in the two-part
historical series the Avenue, which also includes
The Avenue Goes to War, The Dreaming Suburb
takes readers into the everyday lives of these
English families between World War I and World
War II, as their hopes, dreams, and struggles are
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

played out against a radically changing world.
The Good Soldier, Schweik - Jaroslav Hašek
1962
Immortally Ever After - Angie Fox 2013-08-27
Human surgeon Petra Robichaud is the only
person on the front lines of the war between the
immortals that can speak with the dead, and for
this reason, she is destined to end the battle
between the gods, if only she can avoid being
distracted by sexy demi-god Commander Galen.
Original.
Never Have Your Dog Stuffed - Alan Alda
2005-09-13
He’s one of America’s most recognizable and
acclaimed actors–a star on Broadway, an Oscar
nominee for The Aviator, and the only person to
ever win Emmys for acting, writing, and
directing, during his eleven years on M*A*S*H.
Now Alan Alda has written a memoir as elegant,
funny, and affecting as his greatest
performances. “My mother didn’t try to stab my
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father until I was six,” begins Alda’s irresistible
story. The son of a popular actor and a loving
but mentally ill mother, he spent his early
childhood backstage in the erotic and comic
world of burlesque and went on, after early
struggles, to achieve extraordinary success in
his profession. Yet Never Have Your Dog Stuffed
is not a memoir of show-business ups and
downs. It is a moving and funny story of a boy
growing into a man who then realizes he has
only just begun to grow. It is the story of turning
points in Alda’s life, events that would make him
what he is–if only he could survive them. From
the moment as a boy when his dead dog is
returned from the taxidermist’s shop with a
hideous expression on his face, and he learns
that death can’t be undone, to the decades-long
effort to find compassion for the mother he lived
with but never knew, to his acceptance of his
father, both personally and professionally, Alda
learns the hard way that change, uncertainty,
and transformation are what life is made of, and
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

true happiness is found in embracing them.
Never Have Your Dog Stuffed, filled with
curiosity about nature, good humor, and
honesty, is the crowning achievement of an
actor, author, and director, but surprisingly, it is
the story of a life more filled with turbulence and
laughter than any Alda has ever played on the
stage or screen.
Mash - Richard Hooker 2017
MASH Goes to Las Vegas - Richard Hooker 1976
Mash - Richard Hooker 2009-03-17
Before the movie, this is the novel that gave life
to Hawkeye Pierce, Trapper John, Hot Lips
Houlihan, Frank Burns, Radar O'Reilly, and the
rest of the gang that made the 4077th MASH
like no other place in Korea or on earth. The
doctors who worked in the Mobile Army Surgical
Hospitals (MASH) during the Korean War were
well trained but, like most soldiers sent to fight a
war, too young for the job. In the words of the
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author, "a few flipped their lids, but most of
them just raised hell, in a variety of ways and
degrees." For fans of the movie and the series
alike, here is the original version of that
perfectly corrupt football game, those martinilaced mornings and sexual escapades, and that
unforgettable foray into assisted if incompleted
suicide--all as funny and poignant now as they
were before they became a part of America's
culture and heart.
Station Eleven - Emily St. John Mandel
2014-09-09
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An audacious, darkly
glittering novel set in the eerie days of
civilization’s collapse—the spellbinding story of a
Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a
nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered
outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking
everything for art and humanity. Now an original
series on HBO Max. Over one million copies
sold! Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the
night Arthur Leander, the famous Hollywood
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

actor, had a heart attack on stage during a
production of King Lear. That was the night
when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the
city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it
came to an end. Twenty years later, Kirsten
moves between the settlements of the altered
world with a small troupe of actors and
musicians. They call themselves The Traveling
Symphony, and they have dedicated themselves
to keeping the remnants of art and humanity
alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the
Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will
threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the
story takes off, moving back and forth in time,
and vividly depicting life before and after the
pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects
them all will be revealed. Look for Emily St. John
Mandel’s new novel, Sea of Tranquility, coming
soon!
A Companion to the American Novel - Alfred
Bendixen 2012-02-23
Featuring 37 essays by distinguished literary
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scholars, A Companion to the American Novel
provides a comprehensive single-volume
treatment of the development of the novel in the
United States from the late 18th century to the
present day. Represents the most
comprehensive single-volume introduction to
this popular literary form currently available
Features 37 contributions from a wide range of
distinguished literary scholars Includes essays
on topics and genres, historical overviews, and
key individual works, including The Scarlet
Letter, Moby Dick, The Great Gatsby, Beloved,
and many more.
More Tales of the City - Armistead Maupin
2012-01-31
Inspiration for the Netflix Limited Series, Tales
of the City The second novel in the beloved Tales
of the City series, Armistead Maupin’s bestselling San Francisco saga. The tenants of 28
Barbary Lane have fled their cozy nest for
adventures far afield. Mary Ann Singleton finds
love at sea with a forgetful stranger, Mona
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

Ramsey discovers her doppelgänger in a desert
whorehouse, and Michael Tolliver bumps into his
favorite gynecologist in a Mexican bar.
Meanwhile, their venerable landlady takes the
biggest journey of all—without ever leaving
home.
Unholy Night - Seth Grahame-Smith
2012-04-10
From the author of the New York Times
bestselling Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter,
comes UNHOLY NIGHT, the next evolution in
dark historical revisionism. They're an iconic
part of history's most celebrated birth. But what
do we really know about the Three Kings of the
Nativity, besides the fact that they followed a
star to Bethlehem bearing strange gifts? The
Bible has little to say about this enigmatic trio.
But leave it to Seth Grahame-Smith, the brilliant
and twisted mind behind Abraham Lincoln:
Vampire Hunter and Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies to take a little mystery, bend a little
history, and weave an epic tale. In Grahame11/16
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Smith's telling, the so-called "Three Wise Men"
are infamous thieves, led by the dark, murderous
Balthazar. After a daring escape from Herod's
prison, they stumble upon the famous manger
and its newborn king. The last thing Balthazar
needs is to be slowed down by young Joseph,
Mary and their infant. But when Herod's men
begin to slaughter the first born in Judea, he has
no choice but to help them escape to Egypt. It's
the beginning of an adventure that will see them
fight the last magical creatures of the Old
Testament; cross paths with biblical figures like
Pontius Pilate and John the Baptist; and finally
deliver them to Egypt. It may just be the
greatest story never told.
Complete Book of Mash - Suzy Kalter
1988-03-15
A behind-the-scenes look at the popular TV
series offers synopses of each episode, studies of
the characters, details of production, interviews
with cast and crew, and more than two hundred
photographs
mash-a-novel-about-three-army-tors-1-richard-hooker

M*A*S*H - David Scott Diffrient 2008-09-12
Examines the origins, cultural significance, and
legacy of the groundbreaking CBS television
series M*A*S*H, which aired from 1972 to 1983.
United States Army Logistics, 1775-1992 Charles R. Shrader 1997
The Secrets of the M*A*S*H Mess - Jeff Maxwell
1997
The actor who played the company cook offers
recipes in character for his part as Private Igor,
and recounts his experiences in the cast
The Gathering Dark - Leigh Bardugo 2012
The Shadow Fold, a swathe of impenetrable
darkness, crawling with monsters that feast on
human flesh, is slowly destroying the once-great
nation of Ravka. Alina, a pale, lonely orphan,
discovers a unique power that thrusts her into
the lavish world of the kingdom's magical elite the Grisha. Could she be the key to unravelling
the dark fabric of the Shadow Fold and setting
Ravka free? The Darkling, a creature of
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seductive charm and terrifying power, leader of
the Grisha. If Alina is to fulfil her destiny, she
must discover how to unlock her gift and face up
to her dangerous attraction to him. But what of
Mal, Alina's childhood best friend? As Alina
contemplates her dazzling new future, why can't
she ever quite forget him? Glorious. Epic.
Irresistible. Romance.
A Man from Glasgow and Mackintosh William Somerset Maugham 1973
M.A.S.H. FAQ - Dale Sherman 2016-04-01
(FAQ). Here's the lowdown on the unforgettable
show about the Forgotten War. M*A*S*H began
as a novel written by a surgeon who had been in
a Mobile Army Surgical Hospital during the
Korean War. After being rejected multiple times,
the novel would go on to become a bestseller,
leading to 14 sequels, an Oscar-winning movie
that propelled its director and actors to stardom,
and a multiple-Emmy-winning television series
that lasted nearly four times the length of the
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war. M.A.S.H. FAQ looks at how the novel came
to be, its follow-ups in literary form, the creation
of the popular movie, and most importantly the
television series that transformed comedy and
television in the 1970s. Included are chapters on
the top-20 pranks of M*A*S*H , the cast
members' careers before and after the television
show, famous guest appearances, and movies
shown in the mess hall. Beyond the fiction,
M.A.S.H. FAQ also features a brief chapter to
put the war into perspective for easy referral
and looks at what led to the Korean War, how
such medical units functioned, and how
M*A*S*H shaped our perception of the era.
Clara Callan - Richard B. Wright 2009-03-17
In a small town in Canada, Clara Callan
reluctantly takes leave of her sister, Nora, who is
bound for New York. It's a time when the
growing threat of fascism in Europe is a
constant worry, and people escape from reality
through radio and the movies. Meanwhile, the
two sisters -- vastly different in personality, yet
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inextricably linked by a shared past -- try to find
their places within the complex web of social
expectations for young women in the 1930s.
While Nora embarks on a glamorous career as a
radio-soap opera star, Clara, a strong and
independent-minded woman, struggles to
observe the traditional boundaries of a small and
tight-knit community without relinquishing her
dreams of love, freedom, and adventure.
However, things aren't as simple as they appear
-- Nora's letters eventually reveal life in the big
city is less exotic than it seems, and the tranquil
solitude of Clara's life is shattered by a series of
unforeseeable events. These twists of fate
require all of Clara's courage and strength, and
finally put the seemingly unbreakable bond
between the sisters to the test.
A Gypsy Good Time - Gustav Hasford 1992
When his girlfriend is murdered, Dowdy Lewis
tries to follow the trail, and comes up against
mobsters, Hollywood moguls, and drug dealers
in his pursuit of the killer
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Watching M*A*S*H, Watching America James H. Wittebols 2003-06-05
It has been said that M*A*S*H was a show set in
the 1950s which reflected the shifting values of
the 1970s and early 1980s. Hawkeye Pierce,
Radar O'Reilly, Trapper John McIntyre, Sherman
Potter, Margaret (Hot Lips) Houlihan, B.J.
Hunnicutt, Frank Burns, Charles Emerson
Winchester, Max Klinger--these and the many
other characters who populated the MASH 4077
used the Korean War as a backdrop to comment
on many of the social issues of their day. Using a
unique blend of comedy and drama, the show's
first three seasons (1972-1975) focused on the
anti-Vietnam War sentiment that consumed
much of America. As Vietnam ended, M*A*S*H
moved on to concentrate on other contemporary
issues--the women's movement, the rise of the
religious right in American politics, the new
narcissism that marked the early 1980s, the
heightened awareness of underage or excessive
alcohol use, and the increased emphasis on
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family in American life. How the series
presented these issues and its success in doing
so are the subjects of this critical study. An
episode listing--brief plot outline, casts and
credits, air dates, and titles--is also provided.
Jupiter Invincible 1 - Yusef Komunyakaa
2021-06-06
Jupiter is a horse-breaker and coach driver, and
was born into slavery. During a freak electrical
storm, he is struck by lighting which gives him
the power of immortality, and makes his scars
translucent. Jupiter escapes to the North and
finds the abolitionist and former enslaved
person, Harriet Tubman. Together, they plot to
smuggle run-away slaves through the
underground railroad. Jupiter continually puts
his life on the line to help others knowing he
cannot be killed. Eventually, Jupiter outlives
everyone and experiences dramatic changes in
America from the Civil War to modern times.
Can Jupiter use his powers and wisdom to
change the course of history to rectify racial
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injustice and inequality?
M*A*S*H - David Scott Diffrient 2008
Examines the origins, cultural significance, and
legacy of the groundbreaking CBS television
series M*A*S*H, which aired from 1972 to 1983.
The Monster MASH - Angie Fox 2020-12-04
Ancient gods. Modern war. And a star-crossed
couple who could use some divine intervention.
The day I was drafted into the army of the gods,
all I knew about being a MASH surgeon was
what I’d learned from Hawkeye Pierce and Hot
Lips Houlihan. Now here I am, Dr. Petra
Robichaud, in the middle of an immortal war,
assigned to a MASH camp with a nosy sphinx, a
vegetarian werewolf, and an uptight vampire
who really needs to get a life. At least they’re all
too busy with their own dramas to discover my
secret: I can see the dead. It’s a forbidden gift,
one that can get me killed, so I haven’t told a
soul. Until the arrestingly intense Galen arrives
on my operating table, half-dead and totally todie-for. When his spirit tries to slip out of his
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fatally wounded body, I impulsively slip it back
in. Call it a rash resurrection. One I’ll live to
regret. Now Commander Galen of Delphi knows
my secret, and he’s convinced I’m part of an
ancient prophecy—one that can end the war for
good. But taking a chance could cost me
everything. And it would be easier to convince
him to leave me alone, except now the
prophecies are starting to come true… Warning:
This novel contains a hefty dose of danger,
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drama, practical jokes, pet swamp lizards,
brooding demigods, adventure, romance, and
heart—in a MASH camp where everybody knows
your business. *The core of this book was
originally called Immortally Yours, published by
St. Martin's Press in 2012. The author has
rewritten it into the way she always envisioned
the story to be, which means it is now a romantic
comedy instead of an angsty book. Oh, and there
are a lot more pet swamp lizards, too.
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